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an independent debut film from filmmaker eric g. banks about one afternoon at one west coast intersection, blonde tells the story of a drivers intent on
getting home. but when the twenty-five-mile-per-hour limit is surpassed, the journey of the last survivor becomes an odyssey of survival. slow motion footage

and pounding percussion, poetic monologues, and the deeply empathetic soundtrack, all combine to bring to life the lives of a few disparate people, all
compelled to push their cars to their extremes: survive the morning rush, live another day, be. the last to leave the racetrack, blonde is the ultimate

underdog story. for rsd black friday, it comes on blu-ray/dvd in a custom die-cut case with patch on the front cover. coming in exclusive maroon slip case.
albert nobels short story collection in dreams begin responsibilities is a provocative, funny and poignant meditation on the human condition, love and family
life. the stories were all written during the relative quiet between the worlds wars and from the 1920s through the 1940s. in the opening story, the greater

inclination, a well-to-do woman is being married off to a lazy man so her family can manage a big sum of money the woman can put to good use for charity.
nothings more than a few minutes in this telling of andrés nóbels 1903 classic invisible man by tyler perry, who adapted it into an enormously successful

stage play. in that iconic novel, charles dilmen is living in a world without heroes, as a person of color, and in despair about his future in a white mans world.
hollywood would make an expensive movie from the best-selling book, and the novel would be adapted and recast for the screen, with ralph fiennes playing
dilmen. but thats not the version perry brings to the screen. a frustrated, young black preacher from brooklyn gives the film several significant updates. he

tells them in a voiceover
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